MODULE 2: Inside - Out

July 15, 2015

Program Facilitator
Dr. Kim Beatty, Dr. Irene Porcarello

Session Goals
By the end of the session, participants will be able to:

• Identify all of the units of HCC
• Explain respective relationships to each unit of HCC (i.e. HR, Facilities, Finance, etc.)
• Identify resources at the college level that will support teaching and learning
• Describe the strategic planning process at HCC
• Explain respective role in the strategic planning process

Agenda
8:30   Sign-in, Breakfast, Peer Fellowship

8:55   Welcome, Announcements
       Dr. Kim Beatty

9:00   Session 1: Vice Chancellor for Instructional Services
       Dr. Kim Beatty

10:30  Break

10:45  Resume Session 1

Noon   Lunch

1:00   Session 2: Vice Chancellor for Student Services
       Dr. Irene Porcarello

2:45   Break

3:00   Resume Session 2

4:15   Reflections
       Dr. Kim Beatty

4:30   Day ends